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 Progress report of Criterion Subgroups with the storyboards; 

a. Criterion 4 met.   

i. Some new ideas generated.  Need to start creating themes (see Crit 3 

discussion) 

b. Criterion 3 met 

i. Began to generate distinctions for what goes in Criterion 5 and what goes 

into Criterion 3.  If there is some type of assessment involved and the 

main organizers are faculty and staff, then it should probably be in Crit 3.   

c. Criterion 2: 

i. Drafted already; need to be reviewed 

d. Criterion 1: 

i. Drafted already; need to be reviewed 

e. Criterion 5: 

i. If you have ideas, add post-it diagonally 

ii. Take a few good stories and run them through the core-components as a 

theme.   

iii. We should get College of Business to participate here to.   

f. If adding post-its,  

i. add dates if relevant (when initiative started; when stopped and why it 

stopped) 

ii. add hyperlinks if appropriate 

g. TO DO:   

i. Then get groups together for review of 3, 4, and 5 storyboards 

 Request for volunteers for ‘processing/policy’on the survey as well as further analysis 

and reporting of the survey 

a. Nancy P will start to explore this with Teri 

 To be sent via email 

a. Criterion 2 

b. Chapters 1 and 2 (Intro and Assessment since last visit) 

c. UNI website 

 Tentative Timeline: 

a. Get everyone together 1
st
 or 2

nd
 week after break to share storyboards (especially 

3, 4 and 5) 

i. Look for overlaps.  Decide where to put main discussion of ideas.  Look 

for themes 

b. Write up criterion drafts 

i. Add stories to tell including any compelling audio or video.   

c. External writer in June 



d. All constituency groups review in Fall.  

i. Set up blog for feedback? 

 Editor will be hired in summer to make one voice.  Need main contact person for each 

criterion in case there are questions. 

a. Does it matter how Self Study will be presented in the end?  Web (like UNI) or 

one .pdf document (like UW Green Bay)?  We will probably model the way UNI 

did it.  So, we’ll need some sort of a template to keep it consistent to make it easy 

to transfer.   

   

Respectfully submitted, Andrew Ferstl.  


